In the wood industry, there is a wish to recognize and track wood products through production chains. Traceability would facilitate improved process control and extraction of quality measures of various production steps. In this paper, a novel wood surface recognition system that uses scale and rotationally invariant feature descriptors called K-plets is described and evaluated. The idea behind these descriptors is to use information of how knots are positioned in relation to each other. The performance and robustness of the proposed system were tested on 212 wood panel images with varying levels of normally distributed errors applied to the knot positions. The results showed that the proposed method is able to successfully identify 99-100 % of all panel images with knot positional error levels that can be expected in practical applications.
Introduction
The motivation behind this work comes from companies wanting to recognize and track solid wood products through their production chain. The recognition method should neither interfere with nor have a negative effect on the existing processes. The method should preferably utilize sensors already available in the production chain and not introduce new ones. Today, recognition and tracking tasks are often carried out by aid of barcode labels or paint (Uusijärvi 2000; Dykstra et al. 2002; Flodin 2009 ).
This work is part of the EU project Hol-i-Wood Patching Robot, where one task is to recognize shuttering panels at an automatic patching station. In the end, the project will have resulted in a completely automated patching system that will be placed at the wood products producer LIP-BLED in Slovenia.
Tracking capabilities of wood pieces in a noninvasive way requires a method to assign wood fingerprints to every ''individual''. A fingerprint should include properties such that it becomes possible to identify a unique wood piece. Visually salient features, geometric features or material properties are examples which can be utilized for this purpose.
The two most common, distinct, visual features on sawn lumber are often knots and growth ring patterns. However, the presence of visual features in the images, of course, highly depends on wood species, sawing method and image acquiring technique.
A robust matching method that does not rely on the wood piece keeping its exact shape is desirable since it will increase the number of possible applications. Wood products are often cut or milled into smaller pieces in industrial processes with rip-sawing, crosscutting and other more product specific processes as examples. In these cases, it would not be possible to directly use knot coordinates as measures of the positions of the features. Intrinsic geometrical relations between knots may be used instead.
In some applications, it is advantageous if the recognition method can handle the case when an object appears at a different rotation or in a different scale. The products may not arrive at the camera station with a known orientation, or maybe the vision system is mounted on a mobile robot. In some cases, it may be difficult to obtain exactly the same camera setup and conditions in two places. Sometimes, it might not be possible or even desirable to have two similar camera setups due to high costs, space or production speed.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the performance and robustness of a novel matching algorithm for wooden panels. The proposed algorithm uses a feature descriptor called K-plets, originally proposed by Chikkerur et al. (2005) to encode the local neighborhoods of human fingerprint features (minutiae). The current paper was inspired by this original work, but here the K-plets are based upon knots and their relative positions. Using knot patterns when identifying wood surfaces has, to the authors' knowledge, never been done before.
The proposed algorithm is not affected by different scales or rotations of the panel images, i.e., it is scale and rotationally invariant. However, it is sensitive to other anisotropic geometric distortions. This approach would in a real-world application require a method for segmenting knots from clearwood. Since knot segmentation is well established in the literature (Å strand 1996; Funck et al. 2003; Todoroki et al. 2010) , it is outside the scope of this article. Instead, the effect of the precision of knot segmentation is evaluated.
Related work

Point pattern matching
Points or regions in an image, which have a high probability of being detected even after geometric and radiometric distortions have been applied to the image, are usually referred to as feature points. Feature points could be, for example, distinctive blobs, corners or other high curvature points. If this is applied to wood, feature points could, for example, be knots, resin pockets and certain annual ring patterns. Except for naturally occurring features on wood surfaces, there may also be other features induced by handling, such as dirt or dents. Point pattern matching is a problem that consists of finding correct point matches between two images or scenes (Chang et al. 1997) . This problem has previously been addressed in, for example, star and constellation recognition (Spratling and Mortari 2009) , biometrics (Jain et al. 2007 ), image stitching (Brown and Lowe 2007) and 3D point cloud registration (Gruen and Akca 2005) .
According to Chang et al. (1997) , there are a few problems associated with point pattern matching in general:
1. The images of the objects to be recognized can have been acquired using different camera setups and at different times. Hence, the objects can have different rotation, scale or position. 2. Due to radiometric differences and dissimilar noise conditions, there may be inaccuracies introduced in the positions of the extracted feature points. 3. One of the point sets might only be a subset of the other. Noisy images might have both removed feature points and introduced new false ones. 4. Point pattern problems often involve huge datasets which leads to the necessity for a fast and effective matching strategy.
Although this paper focuses on point pattern matching, there are other related techniques to match sets of points to each other. A common example is the 3D shape matching algorithm Iterative Closest Point (ICP) proposed by Besl and McKay (1992) and Chen and Medioni (1992) .
K-plet representation
This article presents a feature point neighborhood representation called K-plets, which was originally proposed as a fingerprint descriptor by Chikkerur et al. (2005) . The original paper, with its nomenclature, is shortly presented here as an introduction to the subject. A K-plet describes the geometry of a local neighborhood around a certain fingerprint minutia (Fig. 1) . It consists of a central minutia, m c , and K neighboring minutiae fm 1 ; m 2 ; . . .; m K g. Each neighborhood minutia is described by its distance, r, to the central minutia, the angle, u, of the line connecting the central minutia and the neighbor, and the relative orientation of the neighboring minutiae compared with that of the central minutia, h.
Complete rotational invariance is obtained by rotating the K-plet to align the direction of the central minutia, h c , with the x-axis.
The neighbors of each K-plet are put in a sequence ordered by increasing radial distance. Later, the matching is carried out by comparing two ordered sequences using a string alignment algorithm. This type of matching strategy handles the possible problem of one or a few missing or added neighborhood minutiae in each K-plet. However, this added functionality of handling missing points increases the complexity and therefore increases computation time of the matching step.
Segmenting knots from clearwood
Knot positions are the main input for the wood fingerprint descriptor that is proposed in this paper. A good segmentation of knots in wood panel images therefore paramount to be able to identify fingerprints. Totally automatic and robust knot segmentation is challenging to achieve using only RGB-images. It can be quite difficult to divide knots and background (clearwood) into two classes since knots can have exactly the same color and brightness as clearwood. Growth rings, reaction wood, pith and other defects can further complicate the segmentation task. However, much work has been done in the field of automatic segmentation of knots on board images (Å strand 1996; Funck et al. 2003; Todoroki et al. 2010) . Modern wood surface scanners often deal with the problem by utilizing both X-ray, and the tracheid effect to more accurately detect knots (GoldenEye; WoodEye).
Material and methods
This section describes how the dataset of panel images that were used for the performance tests were created and how the knot positions were extracted. After that, the K-plet descriptors are explained and how they were adapted to work on the Chikkerur et al. 2005) panel dataset. Lastly, the descriptor matching procedure is presented and how the performance tests were carried out.
Creating a dataset A total of 212 simulated panel images were constructed by stitching together board images from an available floorboard dataset. The simulated panel dimensions were chosen to be similar to the formwork panels produced by an industrial partner of the European research project Hol-i-Wood PR. This means panels of 3,000 mm length and four boards (4 Â 137 mm ¼ 548 mm) of width.
The floorboard dataset consists of 886 floorboard images from Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) with the dimension 21 Â 137 mm 2 ( Fig. 2 ) that were originally scanned for a customer preference study Oja et al. 2008) . These boards were sawn from 222 logs with top diameter between 201 and 215 mm which were randomly collected from Bollsta sawmill in central Sweden.
Extraction of knot positions
The aim of extracting knot positions from the panel dataset was to obtain a database of realistic knot distributions on panels. With such data, the accuracy of the proposed neighborhood descriptors (K-plets) could be tested. For the tests to be relevant, it was not necessary to obtain the exact knot positions from the panel dataset as long as the knot distributions were realistic.
To extract knot positions, a semi-automatic approach was adopted. First, an automatic segmentation of knots was made as described in the list below, and then the segmented image and knot centroids were displayed on screen as shown in Fig. 3 . If the positions were deemed approximately correct by manual inspection, the centroid positions, ðx; yÞ, were saved. The exact rejection criteria in the manual inspection are not crucial for this study; it suffices to say that outliers were removed in this step. Below follows a detailed description of the knot centroid extraction procedure, which was conducted in MATLAB:
1. Pick four board images from the dataset. Crop the board images to 3,000 mm length, stitch them together to a panel and convert it to grayscale. 2. Smooth the image using a 5 Â 5 mm averaging filter to suppress growth rings. 3. Perform an edge detection with a morphological black top-hat filtering (rolling ball filter) using a circular structuring element with radius 12 mm. Knots are accentuated by this procedure, while regions of compression wood, which have similar appearance as uneven lighting, are suppressed. The transformation of image I is defined as: T SE ðIÞ ¼ I Á SE À I, where Á is a closing operation, and SE is a grayscale structuring element. 4. Threshold the resulting image into two classes using Otsu's method (1979) .
(The method tries to separate an image into two classes, black and white, while minimizing the intra-class variance.) 5. Fill holes in the logical image, BW, using the MATLAB command: imfill(BW, 'holes'). This function performs hole filling by morphological reconstruction (Gonzalez and Woods 2008) . 6. Remove small or thin regions in the image by aid of the MATLAB function regionprops (MathWorks MATLAB 2013a). A region is considered small or thin if the area is less than 36 mm 2 or the eccentricity is higher than 0.98. These values were chosen since a majority of such regions in the logical images were unlikely to be knots. This fact was observed by manual inspection.
Neighborhood descriptors (K-plets)
The K-plet neighborhood descriptor in this implementation is similar to the one used by Chikkerur et al. (2005) . An exception is that there is no orientation included for the minutiae, i.e., knots. This parameter has been neglected in this work to keep a Fig. 3 On top, a simulated floorboard panel created by stitching together four floorboards and cutting off their lengths at 3,000 mm is shown. The lower image shows the thresholded version of the same panel, where the segmented knots have been marked by circles low computational complexity and to lower the requirements of a knot segmentation algorithm.
After a knot detection algorithm has obtained the centroids of the knots on a wood piece, the problem boils down to matching points between images. K-plets describe local geometric relationships between points and can thus also be used for wood fingerprint recognition.
The distances and angles from every knot to K neighboring knots were picked as descriptors of knot neighborhoods. See Fig. 4 for an example using three knot neighbors. Note that, in this case, the neighborhoods often span over several boards on the panels, but there is no principle reason why the proposed method would not also work on single boards.
The neighborhood K-plets' distances and angles for one panel can be stored as rows in a matrix for each wood piece according to:
where the neighbors are sorted with ascending value of r, i.e., r 1 i , and u 1 i correspond to the closest neighbor to knot i. m is both the number of knots and number of Kplets on the panel.
Scale and rotational invariance
Scale and rotational invariance is obtained by computing ratios between the radial distances and differences between the angles within each K-plet. The matrix P in Eq. 1 is modified as 
where P Ã is of size m Â ð2K À 2Þ and each row corresponds to a K-plet. In the matrix, r 
Normalization of descriptor data
The K-plet column values need to be normalized in order for all distance ratios and angles to have the same weight in the identification. All P Ã matrices for the query and database panels were normalized column-wise according to
where P Ã i is a column vector of length m. l i and r i are the mean and standard deviation of P Ã i .
Matching of descriptors
To identify a query panel in a database of panels, the K-plets of the query panel are compared to the K-plets of each database panel. The best matching database panel is obtained by counting the number of matching K-plets, N, for each database panel and evaluating which panel gave the highest value. To illustrate this procedure, it will be described how N is calculated when matching K-plets from a query panel, Q, to those of a specific panel in the database, D. This calculation is done in two steps, where the first is to obtain a set of probable matches, and the second is to refine that selection by removing erroneous matches.
Sum of squared differences
The quality of the match between two K-plets is calculated as the sum of squared differences (SSD) of the elements (squared Euclidean distance). A perfect match will have an SSD of 0, while a bad match will have a relatively high SSD. The SSD is calculated for all possible K-plet pairs between Q and D. All matches that have an SSD\k are extracted and subject to further processing as described in section ''Removal of erroneous matches''. This set of matching K-plets is denoted as K. The optimal threshold, k, for this dataset was computed in the matching performance test.
Removal of erroneous matches
MATLAB's geometric transform estimator (GTE) was utilized on the centroids of the matching K-plet pairs in K to remove outlier matches and thus improve the panel matching accuracy. The number of inliers, N, after applying the GTE was used as a measure of how well a database panel matches a query panel. The best matching panel in the database was the one with the highest value of N.
The GTE uses Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC, Fischler and Bolles 1981) to enable completion of the estimation within a given time frame. Only simple geometric differences between query and database panel images are assumed, i.e., a similarity transformation consisting of rotation, scale and translation as shown in Fig. 5 . The GTE will iterate and randomly select, in this case, two centroid pairs to compute a transformation matrix that best fits the input points. The success of estimating a correct geometric transformation using RANSAC heavily depends on the percentage of correctly matched point pairs given as input (MathWorks MATLAB 2013b) . To obtain good results, the percentage of inliers should be kept at the highest level possible. A reasonable inlier percentage is obtained by choosing a suitable k-threshold. Another way to improve the panel recognition rate is to increase the number of random samplings (iterations). Herein lies a trade-off Fig. 5 The similarity transformation, T, where h is the rotation and s is an isotropic scale factor between better results and computation time. The settings for the GTE were in this study chosen as in Table 1 .
Matching performance test
Since the proposed matching algorithm relies upon knot centroids, it is important to test how the knot segmentation precision affects the panel recognition rate. To evaluate the effect of knot precision, three error levels were added to the detected knot centroid positions. These errors were normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviations r ¼ ½5; 8; 11 mm. Hence, three databases of K-plets, D r , were created which corresponded to a specific knot positional error level measured in Euclidean distance. The query datasets were created similarly to D r , but also a portion, p , of the knots were now removed. With three error levels in knot position, r ¼ ½5; 8; 11 mm, and four distinct knot removal portions, p ¼ ½0; 5; 10; 15 %, twelve query datasets, Q r;p , with specific error levels were created.
The twelve query datasets were matched to the database having the same error level in knot position. For example, the panels in query datasets fQ 5;0 ; Q 5;5 ; Q 5;10 ; Q 5;15 g were matched against the panels in database D 5 . Hence, a total of twelve test cases were studied. The matching accuracy was calculated as the percentage of correctly matched panels. Thus, twelve accuracy values were calculated, which each corresponds to a specific error level.
To get a better understanding of the impact of the value K, several K-values were evaluated: K 2 f4; 6; 8; 10g. The previously described procedure of validation was used on each choice of K-values.
The mean computational time of matching one query panel to a database panel was calculated. This was done in MATLAB R2013b by measuring the time that the matching algorithm needed to match all 212 query panels to all 212 database panels twelve times (once for each error level). In other words, this means a total of 212 Â 212 Â 12 times. The measurement was done with the K and k-value which gave the best accuracy. A laptop of model HP EliteBook 8560w with Intel Core i7-2670QM processor at 2.20 GHz, 64-bit Windows 7 operating system and 8 GB RAM was used.
Results
The results of the matching accuracy tests described in section ''Matching performance test'' are shown in Fig. 6 . From this figure it is obvious that K ¼ 6 is the optimal value in this study. To obtain an accuracy of at least 99 % with K ¼ 6, the positional error standard deviation must not exceed 5 mm while detecting at least 85 % of the knots in one set. If all knots can be successfully detected, then the knot positional error is allowed to be 8 mm. Detailed results with K ¼ 6 are shown in Table 2 . The results in this table highlight the importance of maintaining a low knot positional error. The SSD threshold for accepting possible matches was set to k ¼ 1:4. This specific threshold was chosen since it resulted in the best overall performance of the algorithm. However, test runs showed that the performance of the algorithm was quite stable even when changing the parameter k.
When using K ¼ 6 and k ¼ 1:4, the tests of computational time showed that the average time of matching two panels to each other was 3.65 ms. Hence, if the database contained 1,000 panels, the average computational time for matching a query panel to such a database would be 3.65 s, using the same hardware setup and MATLAB implementation. This may at least give a hint of what times can be expected.
Discussion
The proposed method of using K-plet descriptors, SSD matcher and geometrical transform estimator, is scale and rotationally invariant. This fact renders the method useful in more applications than just panel matching with well-defined orientation and scale. For example, if a mobile robot with an attached vision system is used, the robot has the possibility to recognize wood products at various distances and orientations.
To work in wood manufacture, methods for recognition of wood products often need to handle possible division of the wood. The proposed method handles this scenario to a certain extent. However, the wood pieces must then contain enough knots to be well defined with K-plets. Furthermore, the l and r of the piece can not change too much.
For matching algorithms to be used in practice they need high enough matching accuracy. The necessary accuracy depends on the application, but in this specific case of matching panels it should be higher than 99 %. These results show that this is possible with the proposed method if the error in knot position has a standard deviation of 5 mm or less. It is important for the accuracy that the knot segmentation is consistent on both the database image and the corresponding query image. The image acquisition needs to be similar enough so that the image quality does not affect the knot segmentation. Aside from errors related to knot segmentation, the accuracy is affected by the size of the database and the frequency of knots. A smaller database would likely increase the accuracy since it would decrease the search space in the matching step. This would also reduce the total computational time that increases linearly with database size. The panels used in this study had a relatively high number of knots, but if the algorithm is used on panels with just a handful of knots, it would likely be rather inaccurate. How many knots that are needed has not been investigated and such a threshold is difficult to guess. However, there is no reason to expect that the algorithm would not work if only half the amount of knots were available. Funck et al. (2003) evaluated several wood defect detection algorithms on color images of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) veneer sheets. The color images used in that study had a resolution of 1.7 mm/pixel compared with the color images here with 1 mm/pixel. In their tests, many of the algorithms had a mean error of less than 5 mm when calculating knot centroid position. This indicates that the here proposed feature matching algorithm is feasible for industrial applications. However, in the current study, the panels used were constructed from boards which are cut in a different way than veneer sheets. Knot shape is approximately circular on veneer sheets, but on boards, they have more diverse shapes that make knots more difficult to segment. The results from Funck et al. (2003) still give an indication of the expected accuracy in knot position measurements on wooden boards. Knot segmentation algorithms are therefore likely sufficiently accurate for applications using the matching algorithm proposed in this study.
There are several ways to improve this algorithm further. In this paper, the Kplets consist of knot centroids, but they could also incorporate knot shape and type, as well as size and orientation relative to the other knots in the K-plet. This adds other requirements to a knot segmentation algorithm, but with extra information, it is reasonable to expect that the requirements of knot centroid precision would decrease.
Conclusion
• This paper presents an algorithm for matching sawn wood products. The proposed method opens up possibilities to automate and individualize the processing of products. It becomes possible to trace and steer good or bad raw material properties through a process chain despite a disorganized product flow and several processing steps that slightly alters the appearance of the product.
• The method is scale and rotationally invariant, which means that an autonomous robot could recognize the product at various distances and the product does not have to be oriented in any special way.
• The proposed algorithm uses a novel approach based on internal knot structure.
For the Scots pine panels used in this study, the algorithm was successful, as should be the case for panels of other wood species that contain a similar frequency of knots.
• The algorithm uses knot positions; consequently, the knot segmentation accuracy is very important. According to previous publications on knot segmentation, the proposed matching algorithm should be good enough for industrial applications as long as the input images are without geometric distortions.
